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The CBD Merchandising Chatbot 

• Attract customers
• Collect emails
• Store data
• Answer CBD FAQ’s
• Provide recommendations
• Push to sales 
• Report valuable insights
• And more...

With your approval, we’ll mock-up your exact  
website then embed a fully functioning AI  
chatbot free of charge for you to test drive.  
If you like what you experience, put the  
chatbot to work for 60 days free. 

Offer ends February 29th. 

Receive the latest AI powered  
CBD merchandising chatbot  
free without obligation

I can handle  
multiple customers 

simultaneously.
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I can answer 
over 1,000 

CBD related 
FAQ’s.

I’ll make product  
recommendations

I’ll never call in sick 
or take a vacation.

I’ll deliver your business  
valuable data insights

I’ll capture   
anonymous 

website  
visitor emails

Book A Live Demo  
Before Feb 29th

“I ‘ll merchandise your CBD 24/7, 365 days per year” - ChatCBDW 

Developed with Leading Enterprise Software



Why use an AI chatbot powered by ChatGPT  
technology on your website? 

Better Understand Your Customers Needs   
AI chatbots can gather data on customer queries and  interactions, 
providing valuable insights into customer needs and preferences. 
This information can help businesses make more informed decisions 
about product offerings, marketing strategies, and customer support.

Improve  Your Customer Experiences  
AI chatbots can provide customers with instant personalized  
support, ensuring their queries are addressed promptly and 
efficiently, helping improve customer satisfaction and retention.

Increase Communication Efficiencies   
AI chatbots can handle multiple customer queries simultaneously, 
reducing response times and increasing efficiency. This can lead to 
cost savings for businesses.

Gain A Valuable Competitive Advantage   
By utilizing AI chatbots, CBD brands can gain a competitive edge 
by offering customers a unique and personalized experience. This 
can help differentiate their businesses from their competitors while 
driving more sales.

Sell more CBD while collecting  
valuable data and insights.

• Email captures
• Website Visitor Usage Data
• Time of Day Chatbot was Used
• Time Spent Using The Chatbot
• Questions Asked The Chatbot
• Questions Answered by The Chatbot
• Chatbot Recommendations Made 
• Customer Consumption Preferences
• Customer Spectrum Preferences
• Customer Symptoms and More...

Enterprise solutions begin at $499 per 
month. Offer ends Feb. 29, 2024. 
Receive a free and fully functioning mock-up of 
your existing website with our chatbot. Test the 
capabilities of the chatbot on your mock-up site to 
gauge its effectiveness before deciding if it’s right 
for your business.

Put our CBD merchandising 
chatbot to work for 60 days 
without cost or obligation.

Give your customers what they want... 
Faster self-service with a human-like conversational AI chatbot. 

A conversational tone that’s 
informal, friendly  

and approachable. 

Answers over 1,000 
frequently asked questions

about CBD.

Customer answers first  
question by selecting  

Gummies.

Customer answers  
second question by

 selecting Full Spectrum.

The Chatbot introduces  
products matching  

customers responses.
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Conversational AI Merchandising  
Technology for CBD Merchants & Brands
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